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ABOUT ZIP INSTITUTE
Established in 2011, ZIP Institute is a non-profit, independent, and nonpartisan public policy
organization geared towards producing and disseminating high-quality, objective and Page | 1
comprehensive ideas and analyses central to the democratization and EU Integration of Macedonia.
ZIP Institute gives voice to the democratization process in the country and the region of South
Eastern Europe as a whole, and spotlights its importance in tackling the most prevalent issues
facing our society with field action, including in particular training and community development
actions.
ZIP Institute’s core focus lies in connecting research and analysis of local issues with field action: its
activity combines the provision of evidence-based policy research with trans-formative field action.
ZIP specializes in two key areas of intervention: introducing new ways of informal education
primarily among young people; and public administration and local governance research.
1. Projects
In 2015, ZIP strived to maintain the success rate of approved project and managed to record the
highest annual turnover since it has been founded. The projects that have been implemented in
2015 are to a large extent fully in line with our main programmatic areas: local governance,
informal learning and social entrepreneurship. A brief description of all projects is provided below.
1.1 Coalition for Budget Monitoring
Donor: CSF/EU/IPA
Duration: 3/2014-09/2015
Description
The objective is to increase transparency of municipal budgets in Macedonia in order to encourage
citizens to have a proactive role in prioritization of local public expenditures even with involvement
of the civil society in decision-making process. The action was supported by the European
Commission IPA program. In order to strengthen the capacities of local civic organizations, a special
monitoring methodology was developed, sub-grantists were chosen, and the CSOs were trained to
improve their knowledge about the budgeting process and the legal framework for financing local
self-government units.
ZIP Institute was responsible for municipalities of Butel, Arachinovo, Gazi Baba, Studenichani,
Sopishte and Saraj. Monitoring findings can be accessed via the link: www.kbm.mk.
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1.2
Building Capacities of Saraj Municipality to Cooperate with Nongovernmental
Organizations
Donor: European Union
Duration: 11/2014 – 03/2015
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Description
Objectives:
1. Getting to know each other municipal authorities and NGOs and discuss the benefits of
the joint action in the decision making process
2. Building bridges for cooperation between the Municipality of Saraj and NGOs that operate
on the territory of Municipality of Saraj;
3. Improved cooperation between Municipality of Saraj and NGOs through preparation of
strategic documents.
Activities:
- Research of the historical development of civil sector in Municipality of Saraj;
- Conducting interviews and polls
cooperation with CSOs;

in order to detect needs of Municipality of Saraj for

- Preparation of a policy paper in Municipality of Saraj and offering assistance for
preparation of local strategy for greater cooperation between the municipality and the civil
sector
Results:
- Thorough research of the relations between the Municipality of Saraj and the local NGOs;
- Building NGO network for further common activities;
- Setting links for regular communication between the municipality and NGOs;
- Establishing permanent small center within the local government unit for cooperation
with NGOs with at least one employee. The center will serve as a source of information,
meetings and discussions about problems of common interest and possible joint resolution
of the problems within the municipality;
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- Intensifying long-term cooperation and coordination between the municipality and NGOs
in Saraj.
The project is part of the Good Governance Action Network (GGAN), implemented by the
Metamorphosis Foundation, in partnership with Macedonian Centre for European Training (MCET)
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and Reactor – Research in Action.
1.3

Civil Democratic Development (Civil De-De)

Donor: Visegrad Fund/Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Koreja
Duration: 12/2014-12/2015
Description
Civil De-De is a project advancing civil excellence through utilization of a web-based platform for
capacity building of CSOs focused on organized crime, corruption and illegal migration. This project
aims to improve, on one hand, the collaborative and on the other hand, the advocacy capacities of
Macedonian and Western Balkans CSOs focused on issues related to organized crime, corruption
and illegal migration, by sharing best practices of Visegrad member states and provision of personto-person assistance. The project creates a sustainable network between Macedonian, Western
Balkans, and Visegrad countries’ CSOs, bridging cohesion and communication in working on human
rights, and in combating gender and minority discrimination. By opening the path towards
intensive dialogue coupled with strengthening of the public policies’ development capacity of the
targeted CSOs, the project can be an effective force for positive change within the society where
these CSOs operate. It shall provide a stable environment for participation and representation at
two levels: on one hand of men and women, and on the other hand of the majority and minority
communities.
The project is being implemented by ZIP Institute as a lead organization, along with its partners:
ICDT, Hungary, MESA 10, Slovakia,BeInternational, Czech Republic, and GLPS, Kosovo.
Activities:
Workshop 1: Capacity building of CSOs from Macedonia and Kosovo working on fight against
corruption, organized crime and illegal migration, Skopje, Macedonia. Supported by the
International Visegrad Fund
Webinar on Strategic Needs Analysis for CSOs, being delivered real-time by Mr. Michal Luciak from
Slovakia.
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Study trip to Budapest: Field visits to institutions dealing with fight against corruption, organized
crime and illegal migration
Final conference of the project Civil Democratic Development – Civil De-De in Skopje. The final
conference brought together the complete pool of experts and participating NGOs representatives
from Macedonia and Kosovo, along with a large set of stakeholders that are directly involved in the
topics that we have been addressing the past 12 months.
1.4
Enhancing capacities of the Commission for Inter-Community Relations (CICR) at the
municipality of Saraj
Donor: European Union/Council of Europe
Duration: 01/2015- 03/2016
Description
The project’s main objective is to build multicultural society and strengthen the intercultural
dialogue. The specific goals of the project are strengthening the effective participation of all
communities in public life on local level; establishing sustainable mechanisms for participation of
all communities in decision-making processes on local level and improving the intercultural
dialogue and interethnic collaboration between the two neighboring municipalities Saraj and
Gjorce Petrov.
Results::
1. CICR put in place harmonized with Law on Local Self-Government and made it
operational;
2. Built Capacities of CICR members and other stakeholders;
3. Facilitated and improved relations between Saraj and Gjorce Petrov;
4. Built awareness about the importance of CICR and interethnic relations among lay
population;
5. Shared knowledge and experience
Activities:
1.

Public Debate for CICRs

2. Adoption of statutory changes and selection of CICR members
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3. Training for the members of the CICR
4. Conducting of research analysis
5. Meetings of CICR
6. Building relationships between Municipality of Saraj and Municipality of Gjorce Petrov
7. Organizing common sport activities
8. Signing a memorandum of cooperation on building of interethnic relations
8.1. Joint municipal councils meeting of Saraj and Gjorce
8.2. Final Conference
1.5 Greater Participation – Better Policies and Regulatives
Donor: Macedonian Center for International Cooperation – MCMS, Civica mobilitas
Duration: 08/2015-11/2016
Description
The project is aimed to promote the principles of good governance (transparency, participation,
efficiency and coherency) through strengthen influence of the CSOs in the process of evaluation of
the public policies and bringing decisions.
Results:
• Developed analytical knowledge and skills of CSO’s for usage of the methods and tools for
regulatory impact assessment and policy evaluation;
• Prepared two analysis/ case studies (1 ex ante and 1 ex post assessment) of policies and
regulations (laws, directives, strategies, sub legal acts) in cooperation with state
institutions;
• Prepared Document for public policies with findings, conclusions and recommendations
for certain key policies.
Аctivities:
1. Training: “Creating evidence-based policies” – choosing two policies that would be
subject of ex ante and ex post analysis
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2. Workshop: “Evidence-based analysis” – practical application of the tools for creating
policies with the assistance by mentors and experts in the chosen fields
3. Training: “Regulatory Impact Assessment” RIA & “Policy Impact Assessment” IA
4. Training: RIA – Cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness analysis and other economic tools
5. Mentoring workshop: Drafting of the policy papers with assistance of mentors and
experts in the chosen fields
6. Work meeting: Final version of the policy papers
7. Publication and distribution of the documents
8. Request for public hearing in front of the parliamentary commissions
ZIP Institute is partner to the Center for Change Management in the implementation of the project.
1.5
Creating strengthening blocks for healthy and inclusive society of young Roma in
Macedonia
Donor: Swiss Embassy in Macedonia
Duration: September - December 2015
Description
The target group is young Roma population, but without exclusion of other marginalized young
people interested in this project’s activities. The objectives of the educative workshops are:
1. Informing and motivating teenagers to make decisions safely in regard to their growing
up/maturing process and their sexual and reproductive health;
2. Developing capacities of young Roma in the process of continuous transition from
adolescence to adulthood;
3. Enabling adolescents to develop life skills such as empathy, self-conscience, interpersonal
relations, effective communication, critical and creative thinking, problem resolution,
decision making, coping with stress;
4. Facilitating the process of maturing, in order the adolescents to grow up into healthy
confident adult people;
5. Creating and raising awareness about HIV/AIDS, STD and other reproductive-health
complications and promoting safe sexual behavior among young people;
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6. Enabling unconditional positive behavior of adolescents and creating space when they
can speak their minds and feelings.
1.6
FISCAST: Building capacity and tools for fiscal accountability, sustainability and
transparency in Macedonia – parental allowance for a third child
Donor: British Embassy in Macedonia
Duration: 08/2015-03/2016
Description
FISCAST is an abbreviation of “FISCal Accountability, Sustainability and Transparency”, while the
logo presents a house symbolizing a housekeeping-manner in handling of public money, while the
three bars in growing order symbolize the (need for) increasing accountability, sustainability and
transparency of the fiscal policy in Macedonia. The project is aimed to improve the capacity of civil
society and media to contribute to evidence-based economic dialogue in the country, enabling more
participatory and transparent policymaking, with strong focus on fiscal policymaking; and, second,
to increase the public awareness for the process of spending public money. ZIP institute is
conducted a cost-benefit analysis aimed at measuring the efficiency of the public policy “Parental
allowance for a third child”.
The cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is aimed at measuring the efficiency of a public policy called
“Parental allowance for a third child”: whether the economic and social benefits are higher than the
corresponding economic and social costs that would assess the impact and feasibility of the
implementation of the measure. The parental allowance for a third child is part of the public policy
of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia to increase the rate of population growth by
creating conditions for maternity and child care in the country. This in medias res analysis (CBA
carried out during a project) is aimed to estimate whether it is beneficial for the Government to
continue implementing this public policy.
1.7

Ratemy.bar - system for reporting on hospitality services in restaurants and cafés

Donor: British Embassy in Macedonia
Duration: September 2015 – March 2016
Description
The purpose of the project ratemy.bar is to identify positive and negative practices in hospitality
where food and drinks are being served. The citizens will cooperate with institutions in order to
detect and make a step towards changing the current state of affairs where a low level of
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professionalism in these services has been noted. Through the three main activities (data
collection, creation of web platform rate.me and media promotion), the project will aim to increase
the level of professionalism in restaurants and cafés in Macedonia regarding hospitality and
contribute in identifying the negative effects to the economic efficiency and public health in the
country.
The Metamorphosis Foundation in collaboration with the Open Knowledge Foundation is
implementing the project "Open Data Civil Society network," the aim of the project is improving the
capacity of civil society organizations in order to promote an open agenda through the
establishment of a School of Data - Macedonia.
1.8 Monitoring of the pre-electoral and electoral budget expenditure and political financing
Donor: Embassy of the Netherlands in Macedonia
Duration: November 2015 – June 2016
Description
ZIP Institute is monitoring expenditures by political parties in the pre-electoral and electoral
process in the region of Skopje, covering the municipalities of Centar, Aerodrom and Gazi Baba. The
purpose of the project is to monitor expenditures by the public administration and political parties
during the pre-electoral and electoral process in June 2016.

2.

Publications

2.1.
CICR in Saraj – How to make it yield positive results in protecting minority rights at
the local level?
Description
The study was conducted with the project Enhancing capacities of the Commission for InterCommunity Relations (CICR) at the municipality of Saraj, funded by the EU and the Council of
Europe.
The aim of this policy paper is to enhance the work of the CICR in Saraj Municipality by putting
forward five recommendations devised through an analysis of a focus group conducted with
members of the CICR in Saraj Municipality. The policy paper is structured in three chapters:
conceptualization and legal framework upon which the research was conducted; presentation of
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used methodology and results of the research and finally, a discussion of the results, conclusion and
recommendations for improving the work of the CICR in Saraj Municipality.
2.2.
Action network for good governance – establishing cooperation between Municipality
of Saraj and civil society organizations –
Agim Selami and Olimpija Hristovska - Zaevska
Description
This paper is published within the project “Establishing cooperation between Municipality of Saraj
and civil society organizations” which is part of the project “Action network for good governance”
implemented by Metamorphosis Foundation, Macedonian Center for European Training and
Reactor – Research in Action.
The paper in the first part focuses on the concepts used in the analysis as well as proposals,
findings within the desk research, mapping of NGOs in Saraj, state of affairs of local authorities and
modules of communication with citizens. Guidelines and recommendations for possible
mechanisms for cooperation between local authorities, CSOs and citizens of Municipality of Saraj
were given in the second part of the study. Finally, the conclusions from the work meetings
between Municipality of Saraj and CSOs were included.
3. Events organized by ZIP Institute
16 February Coalition for Budget Monitoring Findings Presentation, organized by CEA,
Forum, and ZIP @Hotel Arka Presentation of findings of the three month monitoring of
budget transparency by municipalities of Butel, Arachinovo, Gazi Baba, Studenichani,
Sopishte and Saraj
25th /26th September Grape Festival in Bojane, Saraj. It was Zip's first endeavor toward
promotion of rural tourism/agriculture. Bojane Grape two-day festival was organized with
the support of Municipality of Saraj and its aim is to become tradition. As local agricultural
product, ZIP’s aim was to promote Bojane’s grape and contribute to the visibility of this
product to the agriculturists and grape producers, the Ministry of agriculture, local
government unit of Saraj, different NGOs, citizens of Municipality of Saraj, embassies and
various international organizations that operate within the country.
During the two days of festival, there was a official presentation by agriculturists,
presentation of local cuisine, chronology and history of vinegrowing in Bojane, debate on
improvement of techniques for production of grape and presentation of positive examples
for vinegrowing from agriculturists in Tikvesh and Kavadarci.
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17th December Final conference of the project Civil Democratic Development – Civil De-De
in Hotel Bushi, Skopje. The final conference brought together the complete pool of experts
and participating NGOs representatives from Macedonia and Kosovo, along with a large set
of stakeholders that are directly involved in the topics that we have been addressing the
past 12 months. The event served as a venue through which the achieved results within this Page | 10
project were made public to the wider audience.
22nd December Final Conference of the project "Enhancing the capacities of the
Commission for Inter-Community relation in Saraj" in Hotel Karposh, Skopje. At the
conference, the publication “CICR Saraj: How to Make it Yield Positive Results in Protecting
Minority Rights at the Local Level?” was presented along with a discussion on the topics
tackled within the project. The mayors of Saraj and Gjorche Petrov alongside with the
Deputy Minister of Local Self-Governance as honored guests gave their speeches.
4.

Organizational Development
a. Conferences
• Open Government Partnership - Western Balkans Dialogue
• Business for the Community Well-being conference.
b. Trainings and workshops

Zip is always committed to the personal and professional development of its team members in
order to expand their knowledge and skills which could contribute both to the personal success and
the success of the organization. In 2015, ZIP’s team members attended
• Berlin: Joint Strategic Foresight Workshop: The future(s) of Public Administration Reform
in the Western Balkans
•International Workshop for Managers of Research Organizations in the Western Balkans
and the EU, Sarajevo
•Workshop on conducting cost-benefit analysis for public policies, Krusevo, Macedonia,
organized by Finance Think
c. Team
New team members:
Natasha Kovachevska
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Natasha joined the team in November and her duties are mainly focused on administrative and
finance issues, but considering her experience and interests, she is also committed to taking active
participation in youth networks and local rural communities economic development. She has Has
academic experience in studies at Faculty of English language and literature in Skopje. Has gained
significant and valuable previous work experience as an office manager and interpreter on a 3 years Page | 11
EU project, a Medecines Sans Frontiers (MSF) team member during the Kosovo Refugee crisis and
also more than 10 years spent in private sector company as General manager personal assistant
and interpreter and HR and office manager.
Katerina Jakimovska
Katerina joined the team in November and her position is research assistant and a Political Science
candidate at the Faculty of Law “Iustinianus Primus” – specializing in the field of Public Policy. Has
obtained BA degree at the same faculty in the Political Science department. She has been involved
in several projects that ZIP is implementing. Her main research interests are rule of law, democratic
societies, public policies (analysis and policy making) and political developments in the region.
d. Internships
ZIP team has had two interns in 2015.
Boris Vasovski is a graduated economist at the Ss. Cyril and Methodius. Among other things, he
was mostly engaged with the project ratemy.bar. Currently he is assisting in the implementation of
the monitoring of municipal budgets in the pre-electoral and electoral process.
Nexhati Beqiri is a IT student at the SEE in Tetovo. His main engagement within ZIP Institute was
the development of the application and website ratemy.bar.

5. Recognition/media coverage
29.01 ZIP featured in an article of Zaman Makedonya on the brain drain phenomenon in
Macedonia.
16.02 Articles in Vecher, Portalb, Nova Makedonija and Zaman Shqip about the presentation of the
findings by the Coalition for budget monitoring
http://vecer.mk/skopska/gragjanite-nezainteresirani-za-budzhetskiot-proces-za-nivnata-lokalnasamouprava
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http://portalb.mk/146872-instituti-zip-komunat-e-maqedonise-nuk-tregojne-si-i-harxhojneparate/

6. Prospects for 2016
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In the upcoming year, ZIP will continue to work on a more intense fund-raising strategy
while successfully implementing currently ongoing projects. In 2016, we are aiming at
pilotting a new project that is aimed at diversifying our funding sources. We will strive at
making the organization more self-sustainable and less donor-dependent. The initial idea is to
deliver TOEFL exam preparatory courses with an English native speaker through which (modest)
income is supposed to be generated for the organization. Programmatic-wise, given our
determination to address most pressing issues that we as a society face, we plan to get involved in
projects and activities targeting refugees’ crisis, the biggest ongoing issue in the entire WB region.
We will continue with the regular update of our website and social media channels on all the
activities that we undertake, therefore, check them from time to time in order to get first-hand
information on ZIP’s work.

7. Financial Report

Биланс на приходи и расходи 2015
Ознака за
АОП

201

Опис

Расходи I. МАТЕРИЈАЛНИ РАСХОДИ,
УСЛУГИ И
АМОРТИЗАЦИЈА (202 до 2010)

Претходна
година

1,139,069.00

Бруто за
тековнат
а година

Исправка
на
вредност
за
тековнат
а година

Нето за
тековната
година

3,595,315.00

202

Потрошени Материјали

203

Потрошениа енергија

4,299.00

44,237.00

204

Други услуги

61,168.00

1,296,844.00

205

Превозни и транспортни услуги

56,000.00

810,400.00

206

Издатоци за реклама, пропаганда и
репрезентација

13,680.00

806,839.00

6,110.00
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209

Наемнини

210

Груги материјални расходи

211
212
217
230
231
235
236
237
238
239
243
244
248
250
252

ДРУГИ РАСХОДИ (212 до 221)
Провизија на платен промет

130,318.00
1,003,922.00
14,661.00
14,661.00

Хегативни курсни разлики
ПЛАТИ И НАДОМЕСТОЦИ ЗА ПЛАТИ
(231 + 232)
а)Вклакулирани плати
ВКУПНИ РАСХОДИ
(201+211+222+226+230+233+234)
Остварен вишок на приходи-добивка
(236-237) ако 237 е поголемо од 236
= 252
Даноци, придонеси и други давачки
од добивка
Остварен нето вишок добивка (236237)
Вкупно (235-236) или (2235-237) ако
237 е
поголемо од други извори
Приходи од камата и позитивни
курсни разлики
Приходи од чланарина, подароци,
донации и
приходи од други извори
Пренесен дел од вишокот на
приходите од
претходната година
ВКУПНИ ПРИХОДИ
(240+243+244+245+246+247+248+24
9)
Вкупно (250+251) = 239

500,567.00
31,561.00
28,021.00
3,540.00
407,565.00
407,565.00

1,153,730.00
3,046,251.00

4,034,441.00
1,012,578.00

1,231.00
3,045,020.00

1,012,578.00

4,199,981.00

5,047,019.00

35.00

26.00

4,199,946.00

1,941,195.00
3,105,798.00

4,199,981.00

5,047,019.00

4,199,981.00

5,047,019.00
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